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Half day workshop conducted at Nets Printwork Sdn Bhd on how to do
fabric natural dying using Bakau. Interns have a group photo with their
work and the trainers, while waiting for their product to dry under
natural environment.
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In His
Own Words
Message from the Managing Director
We would like to thank Malaysia Design Council (MRM) for their
availability to be involved during our new product presentation at
MRM meeting room. His comment on everyone can be creative
and think positively to solve problem is a good take away message
for our SIP interns. We look forward to more collaboration with
MRM especially through Eco Design & Innovation Centre.
This year we have six interns from Taiwan and they have a fruitful
time here with us. We would like to thank Inti Subang for their
support in the student’s project. The usage of their machineries
help to better evaluate the practicality of their ideas.

Mr. Teh Leong Sim
Group Managing Director
Nets Group of Companies

At the same time, two of the Eco Office Initiative Project (EOIP)
participating organisation (PO) have prepared for assessment in
September. We believe they will show a good example for the
other organization to go green.
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Intern Final Presentation
After 2 to 6 months doing an internship at Nets Printwork, all
works of the students were evaluated at their final presentation on
29 July 2019 (Monday) and 22 August 2019 (Thursday). Final
presentation is one of the criteria in Eco Sense Structured
Internship Programme (SIP) that need to be completed by all the
intern students in Eco Design and Innovation Centre.

Group photo after the final presentation of
Taiwan intern students.

Presentation by Hasraf, students from Universiti
Putra Malaysia (UPM).

Events
Educational Visit from JCIPJ and JCI Hong Kong

Events

We received a group visit a total of 31 junior students and their
senior from JCIPJ and JCI Hong Kong on 29 July 2019 (Monday).
The students were exposed to eco printing and eco design.

Member from JCI Hong Kongand JCIPJ getting
explanation from Ms. Teh.

A group photo with the visitors from Junior Youth
Chamber (JCI) Petaling Jaya and JCI Hong Kong
for their Junior Ambassador Program.

Events
Fire Extinguisher Use Training

Events

We have organised a Fire Extinguisher Training by BLK on
11 July 2019 (Thursday) at the field in front of our premises.

Staff from BLK was explaining the importance
of fire extinguisher, understand fire
extinguisher types and operating procedure.

Our staff get a proper training in correct
technique of using the fire extinguisher.

Events
Visit to INTI Subang for ‘1 Day Experience at INTI @ ICAD’

Events

We have conducted an event called as ‘1 Day Experience at INTI
@ ICAD’ to INTI Subang on 8 August 2019 (Thursday). The
purpose of the visit is to expose the students to various
machine and facilities that are provided by INTI Subang.

Lab assistant demonstrate on how to
use the laser cutting machine.

Students are doing the hands-on
activity to produce green packaging
by using the local raw materials at
INTI Subang.

Lecturer explained the different type
of Malaysian Kuih, which need a
different green packaging.

Ms Teh presenting the certificate of
appreciation to Mr Sean Lee, Head
of Program on behalf of INTI Subang
for their cooperation to conduct this
event.
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New Product Presentation at Malaysia Design Council
We have arrange a meeting with the Malaysia Design Council
(MRM) on 22 August 2019 (Thursday) for the product
presentation designed by our intern students. This meeting
was attended by Director of MRM Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mohamad
Hariri and Executive of MRM, Mr. Muhammad Faizal. The
objective of the meeting is to gather the feedback for the
new product developed by interns.

Comment session from Assoc. Prof Mohamad Hariri
and Mr. Muhammad Faizal.

The students were brought to take a look at
exhibition area in MRM.

Group photo after the discussion.
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Workshop on Natural Dye using Bakau
All of our interns were exposed on producing products from
Bakau dye. The training was conducted by Mr. Lim Beng Chee
and Ms. Joan Wong from Terra Creative Sdn Bhd on 22 July
2019 at the Eco Design and Innovation Centre. They started
with presentation on introduction of Bakau and the
importance to preserve the Bakau field. Then the interns get
to create there own bag following the demonstration of the
trainers.

The interns starts to tie the fabrics in order
to produce the required design. This will
require their skills, technical and creativity.

After they have done with tying the
fabrics, they start to immerse the
fabrics inside the Bakau dye solution.
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We will organise Eco Sense Talk on 30 October 2019 (Wednesday).

Eco Sense Talk: Value Co-creation through Green
Communication – How Eco Packaging & Eco
Printing Help on 30 October 2019 (Wednesday).

The aim of this enewsletter is to communicate the environmental friendly initiatives taking place at Nets Printwork to our stakeholders. We are committed to supporting and promoting
sustainable products and services. At the same time, we would like to encourage all our stakeholders to become supporter or even advocators for sustainable development.
This is only the first step in transforming our core business area, we are expecting more sustainable partners for future projects.
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